


Summer 1

Week Monday is
Nounsday

Tuesday is
Adjectiveday

Wednesday is
Adverbday

Thursday is
Verbsday

Friday is
Long-Word-

Friday

1 haven serene therefore unwind tranquillity

2 congestion irate severely disrupt treacherous

3 outing phenomenal hysterically squeal everlasting

4 siblings ambiguous promptly assume misunderstanding

5 aptitude bashful tirelessly dedicate inspirational

6 candidate punctual efficiently endeavour conscientiously



Week 2
Tuesday is Adjectiveday

irate

Monday is Nounsday

congestion

Thursday is Verbsday

disrupt

Wednesday is Adverbday

severely

Friday is Long-Word-Friday

treacherous



Click on 
the word 
for the 

definition.

congestion

Crowding or blockage, especially a 
traffic jam.

Fantastic Fronted Adverbial
Write a sentence including the word 

and a fronted adverbial.

Super Speech
Put this word into a sentence, 

including direct speech.

Dictionary Neighbours

Which words come before and after 
this word in the dictionary?

Spellround

Write the word five times forwards. 
Then, without looking at the word, 

spell it backwards out loud.



Click on 
the word 
for the 

definition.

irate

Furious.

Perfect Paragraph
Write about someone becoming irate. What 

happened to make him/her so cross? How did the 
person calm down? Include fronted adverbials.

Amazing Alliteration
Write an alliterative 

sentence including this 
word.

Present Perfect

Write this word in a 
sentence using the present 

perfect tense.

Super Subordinate

Write a sentence including this word. Make 
sure it contains a subordinate clause. 

Remember to use a subordinating conjunction, 
e.g. if, although, as, until.



Click on 
the word 
for the 

definition.

severely

Seriously/very/badly.

Possessive Pronoun
Write a sentence including this word 

and a possessive pronoun.

Spellround
Write the word ten times forwards. 
Then, without looking at the word, 

spell it backwards out loud.

Root Word

What is the root word 
here? Use it in a sentence.

Super Subordinate

Write a sentence including this word. Make 
sure it contains a subordinate clause. 

Remember to use a subordinating conjunction, 
e.g. because, even though, whether.



disrupt

Dictionary Definition
Look up the word in the dictionary 
to find its definition then use it in a 

sentence.

Sentence Scribe
Write a sentence using this word 

and include speech marks.

Pyramid Practise

Spell the word using 
the pyramid. 

Fantastic Fronted Adverbials

Write a sentence including this word 
and a fronted adverbial.

w
wo
wor
word



Click on 
the word 
for the 

definition.

treacherous

Dangerous.

Words within Words
How many other words can you 
make from the letters within this 

word?

Sorting Syllables
How many syllables does this word 

have?

Super Sentence

Write a sentence including the word, 
a fronted adverbial and a 

conjunction.

Spellround

Write the word ten times forwards. 
Then, without looking at the word, 

spell it backwards out loud.



Tuesday is Adjectiveday

irate

Monday is Nounsday

congestion

Thursday is Verbsday

disrupt

Wednesday is Adverbday

severely

Friday is Long-Word-Friday

treacherous

Week 2 – Consolidate It
Make a digital spellings collage. Enter the words using different font styles, 

sizes and colours and arrange them in interesting ways on the page.



Week 2 – Writing Task
You are a radio traffic reporter and need to prepare your script ready to 
use in your next live broadcast. 

Include names of roads where the traffic is bad, mention any road 
closures and if there are any problems with public transport. 

How many of the words of the week can you use?

Word of the Week Points

congestion 1

irate 3

severely 2

disrupt 1

treacherous 3


